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Abstract—Random access (RA) has recently been revisited
and considered as a key technology for the medium access
control layer of the Internet of Things applications. Compared
to other RA protocols, slotted ALOHA (SA) has the advantages
of low complexity and elimination of partially overlapping
transmissions, reducing the number of collisions, however it
may suffer from congestion as the traffic load and the number
of devices increase. To this end, two RA protocols based on
SA and uplink non-orthogonal multiple access are proposed
and applied to wireless sensor networks and wireless powered
sensor networks. More specifically, to reduce the number of
collisions and increase the throughput of SA, while maintaining
low complexity, two detection techniques are used to mitigate
the interference, when two sources transmit information at the
same time slot, namely successive interference cancellation (SIC)
with optimal decoding order policy and joint decoding (JD). To
evaluate the performance of the proposed protocols, the outage
probability of SIC and JD is derived, which is used to express
the average throughput attained by each protocol in closed-form.
Finally, both the analytical results and simulations verify that the
proposed protocols substantially increase the throughput and the
number of connected devices compared to SA.

Index Terms—Random access, slotted ALOHA, uplink NOMA,
energy harvesting, wireless power transfer, outage probability,
wireless powered sensor network

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of the Internet of Things (IoT) a
massive amount of wireless devices is expected to be used
in IoT applications, creating several research, innovation and
implementation challenges. The priorities of the European
Union in the Next Generation Internet of Things (NGIoT)
include the development of reliable, low-cost, sustainable and
scalable wireless sensor networks (WSNs), IoT miniaturiza-
tion, energy harvesting, and pervasiveness [1]. It should be
highlighted that the performance of the IoT networks, their
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energy consumption, and the number of connected sensors are
severely affected by the design of the utilized multiple access
protocols, which is the main focus of this paper.

Multiple access can be achieved through either an orga-
nized and predetermined approach, which requires coordina-
tion among sources, such as time division multiple access
(TDMA), or a different approach where sources share the
medium in a random and distributed way. In WSNs for IoT
applications, where sources with sparse activity are usually
used, simpler protocols are more practical and, thus, the later
approach is more useful. Therefore, random access (RA) has
recently been revisited and considered as a key technology
for the medium access control (MAC) layer of the IoT, due to
offering many advantages, such as low latency for small pay-
load transmissions, without requiring initial connection setup,
dedicated resource allocation for connection maintenance, or
signaling overhead for radio resources allocation. Compared
to other RA protocols, e.g., pure ALOHA, slotted ALOHA
(SA) [2] avoids collisions due to partially overlapping trans-
missions, while retaining low complexity. To this end, SA has
received increased researcher’s attention lately and constitutes
one of the candidates of 5G RA protocol for machine-to-
machine (M2M) communications [3], [4]. Moreover, SA has
found several applications in different wireless communication
setups, including existing and emerging technologies such as
radio frequency identification (RFID) networks, Long-Term
Evolution (LTE) networks [5], WSNs [6] and MTC [7]–
[10]. However, despite its advantages, SA may suffer from
congestion as the traffic load and the number of sources
increase.

On the other hand, non-orthogonal multiple access (NOMA)
besides increasing the spectral efficiency compared to orthog-
onal multiple access (OMA) schemes, e.g., TDMA, also facili-
tates massive connectivity, which is one of the main objectives
in WSNs of the NGIoT ecosystem. It should be highlighted
that although pure NOMA is a coordinated multiple access
scheme [11]–[13], its principles can also be applied to RA
schemes [14]. Since NOMA utilizes the power domain to
achieve multiple access [15], multiuser detection techniques
are required to retrieve the sources’ signals at the receiver,
such as successive interference cancellation (SIC) [16] or joint
decoding (JD). In SIC, the signal of one source is decoded
by treating the signals of other sources as interference, and
subtracted from the received signals if successfully decoded.
Therefore, SIC can mitigate interference, which is caused by
the simultaneous utilization of the system resources. In JD,
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the received signals of all active sources are jointly decoded
and the capacity region of both Gaussian and fading multiple
access channel can be achieved [17], [18].

Moreover, WSNs can benefit significantly from energy har-
vesting (EH) [19], especially when replacing or recharging the
batteries of the devices is inconvenient, costly or dangerous,
such as in industrial or healthcare applications. The reliability
of WSNs with EH can be increased when energy sources that
intentionally generate energy, such as radio frequency (RF)
signals, are used, which is the basis of wireless power transfer
(WPT) [20]. Nevertheless, WPT creates unique challenges
in the design of communication systems causing a tradeoff
between information transmission and EH, since nodes can
neither receive nor transmit information when harvesting en-
ergy [21]. To this end, simultaneous wireless information and
power transfer (SWIPT), which aims at unifying the informa-
tion and energy transmission, deals with this complication of
the design of communication systems [22]. SWIPT enables
wireless nodes to either use part of the received energy for
EH when receiving information [23] or utilize the received
energy to sequentially transmit their information using the
harvest-then-transmit protocol [24]–[26], with the latter being
considered in the present contribution.

A. Motivation

Taking into consideration the simplicity of ALOHA, as well
as the superior throughput performance of NOMA and its
ability to resolve collisions with the use of multiuser detection
techniques, a hybrid ALOHA-NOMA scheme appears as an
interesting alternative MAC protocol for low complexity IoT
devices. It should be highlighted that the main disadvantages
of ALOHA, i.e., the low throughput and the high collision
rate, can be mitigated by NOMA, as it has been presented
in the pioneering works [27] and [14]. More specifically, in
[27], a NOMA-based RA scheme with multichannel ALOHA
has been proposed, where sources can choose predetermined
power levels to transmit their information. In this work,
SIC with perfect channel state information (CSI) has been
used with the assumption that each source knows its CSI.
Furthermore, in [14], a layered RA scheme based on uplink
NOMA and multichannel ALOHA has been studied, where
SIC is used. However, the considered decoding order policy
is suboptimal as proved in [28] and the derived expression for
the throughput is an approximation. Moreover, predetermined
power levels have also been used in a NOMA-based irregular
repetition SA scheme for satellite networks [29], while in
[30], a multichannel NOMA-ALOHA scheme is considered,
where a game has been formulated when NOMA is applied to
ALOHA to decide sources’ access or transmission probabili-
ties. Furthermore, in [31], a MAC protocol has been proposed
incorporating pure ALOHA with NOMA in which the number
of transmitters are not known a priori and estimated with mul-
tihypothesis testing. In [32], a non-orthogonal RA protocol has
been proposed which integrates the arrival time-based multi-
preamble detection and distance-based RA response reception
schemes to effectively improve the preamble transmission
success probability. Nevertheless, in the existing literature,

closed-form expressions for the throughput of the considered
NOMA-ALOHA schemes have not been derived. Moreover,
only SIC is considered, while the effect of JD has not been
investigated in such schemes. To this end, to extract a closed-
form expression for the average throughput utilizing both SIC
or JD, the expressions for the outage probability of these
techniques are necessary. However, closed-form expressions
for the outage probability of SIC with the optimal decoding
order policy and JD in uplink NOMA, which are not a
straightforward extension of the ones in downlink NOMA,
have not been derived.

Moreover, applying a RA scheme, such as SA, in wireless
powered sensor networks (WPSNs) has received researchers’
attention recently, as EH sources have a limited and sporadic
energy supply and, thus, cannot utilize complex communica-
tion protocols. More specifically, in [33], a SA-based EH MAC
protocol has been proposed, where each source randomly
selects one of the given time slots and continuously harvests
the energy from the base station (BS) until the start of the
chosen time slot. In [34], a wireless powered communication
network (WPCN) where SA is employed has been studied,
where sources harvest the broadcasted energy and use it to
transmit information back to the BS with a specific rate. In
[35], a WPCN similar to [34] has been considered, assuming
that the BS is mounted on unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV).
However, in the existing literature, a NOMA-based RA scheme
has not been investigated in the context of WPSNs.

B. Contribution

In the present work, we propose two RA protocols based
on SA and uplink NOMA utilizing both SIC with the optimal
decoding order policy and JD. These protocols aim to reduce
the number of collisions and increase throughput of SA, while
maintaining low complexity. Compared to the SA scheme,
the complexity increases solely at the BS’s side where the
superimposed signal is received and decoded and, thus, it does
not affect the sources which transmit their signals as in the case
of SA. The proposed protocols can be utilized in WSNs but
their utilization can be extended to WPSNs. More specifically,
the contributions of this work are listed below:
• We propose two RA protocols based on SA and uplink

NOMA utilizing both SIC and JD, termed as SA-NOMA-
SIC and SA-NOMA-JD, respectively, which are deployed
in a WSN and in a WPSN. The proposed protocols are
proved to always outperform SA in terms of average and
sum throughput.

• We derive the average throughput of the proposed proto-
cols. The expression for the average throughput requires
the corresponding of the outage probability. To this end,
we derive the outage probability of uplink NOMA with
SIC with the optimal decoding order policy and JD,
where two sources transmit information to the BS and
the general case of Nakagami-m fading is assumed. The
outage probability is also derived for the special case
of Rayleigh fading where the expressions are simplified
and the behavior in the high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)
regime is investigated and discussed.
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• We provide simulation results to compare the considered
systems with the SA counterpart. These results demon-
strate the substantial superiority of the proposed proto-
cols, which can be utilized in a twofold way, i.e., either by
increasing the throughput of the network or by increasing
the number of the connected sources maintaining the
throughput that can be achieved by each source with SA.
Finally, regarding the comparison of the two proposed
protocols, SA-NOMA-JD outperforms SA-NOMA-SIC
in the medium and high SNR regime.

C. Structure

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the proposed protocols and the system model for
both a WSN and a WPSN where the proposed protocols are
deployed. In Section III, the outage probability when SIC
with the optimal decoding order policy is used is derived
and the corresponding average throughput for both considered
networks. In Section IV, the previous analysis is performed for
the case of JD. In Section V, simulation results are provided
to corroborate the derived analytic results and to illustrate
the performance of the proposed protocols. Finally, closing
remarks and discussions are provided in Section VI.

II. PROTOCOLS DESCRIPTION AND SYSTEM MODEL

Beacon RA phase RA phase RA phase...
OK OK Collision

S1

...

S1 S1S2 S2 S3

(a) WSN

Beacon RA RA RA... ...
OK OK Collision

S1 S1 S3

EH EHEH

S1S2 S2

(b) WPSN

Fig. 1. The frame structure of the proposed protocols and examples of the
multiuser access.

We consider a WSN consisting of a BS and N sources. It
is assumed that all nodes are equipped with a single antenna
and operate in half duplex mode. It is further assumed that the
time is divided into frames and the BS has perfect CSI.

A. Proposed Protocols

At the beginning of the frame, the BS broadcasts the beacon
packet for frame synchronization and to inform the sources
about the number of RA slots in a specific frame. Each beacon
is followed by M time slots used for information transmission
from the sources. Each time slot has duration T .

We consider the random variable Ii ∈ {0, 1} which is
defined as the outcome of a Bernoulli trial [34], i.e.,

Ii(t) =

¨
1, with probability qi
0, with probability 1− qi.

(1)

The success probability of Ii, i.e., E[Ii] = qi corresponds
to two different but mathematically identical scenarios. More
specifically:
• each source always has information to transmit and qi

determines the probability that the i-th source tries to
access the channel in a specific time slot.

• each source does not always have information to transmit
and qi determines the joint probability that the i-th source
has information to transmit and tries to access the channel
in this time slot.

Regarding the scenario where the sources do not always have
information to transmit, qi depends on the traffic distribution
and the use case. Practically, the source should estimate E[Ii]
based on the actual traffic demands and feed the BS with this
value. The accuracy of this information depends on various
conditions, such as the statistics of the traffic pattern and it is
out of the scope of this work. On the other hand, assuming
that the sources have always information to transmit, qi is
determined by the BS and a scheduling algorithm can be
used to calculate and, thus, optimize qi subject to a specific
performance metric, e.g., sum throughput. These values are
transmitted by the BS to the sources in the beacon packet.
This case has been taken into account in our simulations.

In order to reduce the number of collisions and increase
the throughput of SA while maintaining low complexity, we
propose two protocols based on the combination of SA and
uplink NOMA, as shown in Fig. 1(a). More specifically, the
use of either SIC or JD is proposed to mitigate the interference,
when two sources transmit information in the same time slot
and, thus, the proposed protocols are termed as SA-NOMA-
SIC and SA-NOMA-JD, respectively. To this context, if two
sources transmit information in the same time slot, a collision
does not occur unlike the case of SA. It should be highlighted
that scheduling two sources to perform NOMA is aligned with
how NOMA is implemented in LTE Advanced [36] and also
that in SA the probability that more than two sources transmit
in the same time slot is significantly lower than that of the
complementary event. More specifically, the probability that
the number of sources K that access the channel in the same
time slot is k results from the product of N Bernoulli trials
and is given by the probability mass function of the Poisson’s
binomial distribution and can be written as [37]

Pr(K = k) =
∑
A∈Fk

∏
i∈A

qi
∏
j∈Ac

(1− qj), (2)

where Fk is the set of all subsets of k integers that can be
selected from {1, 2, ..., N}, A is an ordered subset of Fk
whose elements are arranged in increasing order and Ac is
the complement of A. If we consider qi = q for all sources,
the probability in (2) is given by the probability mass function
of the binomial distribution and can be written as

Pr(K = k) =

�
N

k

�
qk(1− q)N−k. (3)

For example, if we consider N = 10 sources and qi = 1
N ,

Pr(K = 1) = 38.74%, Pr(K = 2) = 19.37% and Pr(K >
2) = 7.02%.
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Fig. 2. Achievable rate region.

B. Achievable Rate

Assuming that only the i-th source accesses the channel in
a time slot, the achievable rate of this source is given by

Ri = log2 (1 + γi) (4)

with γi = li|hi|2pi
σ2 , where σ2 denotes the variance of the

ambient additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and hi and
pi denote the small scale fading coefficient between the i-
th source and the BS and the transmitted power of the i-th
source, respectively. In this work, the channel between the i-
th source and the BS is modeled as a quasi-static block fading
channel, where each fading block coincides with a single
time slot. The channel fading is assumed to be a stationary
and ergodic random process, whose instantaneous channel
realizations follow the Nakagami-m distribution with param-
eters (mi,Ωi). The Nakagami-m channel model is general
enough to describe the typical wireless fading environments.
In this case, γi follows the gamma distribution with parameters
(mi, bi), where bi = σ2mi

lipiΩi
. The special case of Rayleigh

fading is also considered, in which γi follows the exponential
distribution with rate parameter bi = σ2

lipiΩi
.

When two sources access the channel in a time slot, two
NOMA detection techniques are utilized, i.e., SIC and JD.
When SIC is used, the achievable rate of the i-th source, if
its message is decoded first, considering the interference from
the j-th source’s signal, is given by

Ri,1 = log2

�
1 +

γi
γj + 1

�
. (5)

If its message is decoded second, considering the decoding
result of the j-th source’s message, which is decoded first, the
achievable rate is given by

Ri,2 = log2

�
1 +

γi
εγj + 1

�
, (6)

where ε ∈ {0, 1} represents the decoding result of the
source’s message that is decoded first. When JD is utilized,
the achievable rate region is defined by the inequalities

Rk ≤ log2 (1 + γk) , k ∈ {i, j}
Ri +Rj ≤ log2 (1 + γi + γj) . (7)

The above inequalities describe the pair of rates that can be
achieved by both users (region 1 in Fig. 2). Moreover, region 2
indicates that Ri cannot be achieved and outage occurs in the
i-th source while Rj is achievable if it is lower than or equal to
log2

�
1 +

γj
γi+1

�
. Accordingly, region 3 indicates that outage

occurs only in the j-th source. Finally, in region 4 neither Ri
nor Rj is achievable.

C. Extension of the Proposed Protocols for WPSNs

The proposed protocols can be applied in WPSNs, by
dividing each time slot into two phases of fixed duration, as
shown in Fig. 1(b). Without loss of generality, it is assumed
that the EH and the RA phase are of duration τT and (1−τ)T ,
respectively, where 0 ≤ τ ≤ 1. During the EH phase, the BS
broadcasts RF energy to the sources at fixed power pt and all
sources harvest part of the received energy. More specifically,
the harvested energy by the i-th source is given by

Ei = τTζili|h̃i|2pt, (8)

where 0 < ζi ≤ 1 is the energy harvesting efficiency of the
i-th source, while li and h̃i denote the path loss factor and
the small scale fading coefficient between the BS and the i-th
source, respectively.

Furthermore, each source is assumed to have a rechargeable
battery, which stores the harvested energy. The rechargeable
battery of the i-th source is modeled as an energy queue with
unlimited energy storage capacity. The i-th source tries to
access the channel in randomly selected time slots, i.e., when
Ii = 1, thus it is possible that in a specific time slot the
source does not have the required stored energy to transmit
with the desired output power. In [38], it is proven under
general conditions that if a source with infinite storage capacity
employs a power allocation policy where the average harvested
energy is larger than or equal to the average consumed energy,
this source can transmit with its desired output power in
almost all time slots, assuming a WPSN operating for infinitely
long communication sessions over stationary fading channels,
i.e., M → ∞. In other words, the number of time slots
in which the battery of the i-th source cannot provide the
desired output power is negligible compared to the number of
time slots in which the battery can supply with the desired
output power. In this case, the considered EH network can
be replaced with an equivalent non-EH network, where the
average energy departure rate from the energy queue of the i-
th source, E[(1−τ)TpiIi], is less than or equal to the average
energy arrival rate at the energy queue of the i-th source,
E[Ei], i.e.,

(1− τ)piqi ≤ τζiliΩipt. (9)

III. PROTOCOL BASED ON SLOTTED ALOHA AND NOMA
WITH SUCCESSIVE INTERFERENCE CANCELLATION

In this section, we analyze the performance of SA-NOMA-
SIC in terms of throughput for both WSNs and WPSNs,
considering both Nakagami-m and Rayleigh fading. To this
end, we first derive the outage probability, assuming that the
optimal decoding order policy for SIC is used, which jointly
minimizes the outage probabilities of both sources is identical
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c2 =


∑mj+l−1
n=0

n!(
bi
βj

+bj

)n+1

(
mj+l−1

n

)�
e
−βj

(
bi
βj

+bj

)
β
mj+l−1−n
j − e−

(
bi
βj

+bj

) (βi+1)βj
1−βiβj

�
(βi+1)βj
1−βiβj

�mj+l−1−n
�
, βiβj < 1�

bi
βj

+ bj
�−mj−l

Γ
�
mj + l, βj

�
bi
βj

+ bj
��
, βiβj ≥ 1

(13)

under the perfect, imperfect, and worst-case SIC assumptions
and is given by [28]

S =


(i, j), γi

γj+1 ≥ βi &
γj
γi+1 < βj

(j, i), γi
γj+1 < βi &

γj
γi+1 ≥ βj

(i, j) or (j, i), otherwise,

(10)

where S = (k, l) denotes the decoding order if the k-th source
is decoded first and the l-th source is decoded second. Taking
into account (10), it should be highlighted that the decoding
order using the optimal policy depends on both the target rate
and the channel conditions of the sources. This decoding order
can be selected by the BS since it is assumed to have perfect
CSI.

A. Performance Analysis for Nakagami-m Fading

Theorem 1: The outage probability of the i-th source,
assuming that the i-th and the j-th sources access the channel
in the same time slot, SIC with the optimal decoding order
policy is used and mk is an integer, is given by

P s
ij =

γ (mj , bjβj)

Γ(mj)
−
b
mj
j e−biβi

Γ(mj)

×
mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�
(biβi)

k

k!
(biβi + bj)

−mj−lc1

+
b
mj
j ebi

Γ(mj)

mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�
1

k!

�
bi
βj

�k
(−βj)k−lc2

+
bmii e−bjβj

Γ(mi)

mj−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�
(bjβj)

k

k!
(bjβj + bi)

−mi−l

× γ (mi + l, βi (bjβj + bi)) ,
(11)

where βk = 2R̂k − 1 with R̂k being the target rate of the k-th
source,

c1 =

{
γ
�
mj + l, (biβi + bj)

(βi+1)βj
1−βiβj

�
, βiβj < 1

Γ (mj + l) , βiβj ≥ 1
(12)

and c2 is given in (13) at the top of the next page with
Γ(·), γ(·, ·), and Γ(·, ·) being the gamma function, the lower
incomplete gamma function, and the upper incomplete gamma
function, respectively [39].

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix A.
It should be highlighted that the expression of the outage

probability depends on the sources’ target rates, which implies
that a fundamentally different behavior is expected when
different combinations of target rates are used.

Utilizing the closed-form expressions for the outage proba-
bility with SIC derived in Theorem 1, the average throughput

which is a useful metric to evaluate the performance of the
proposed protocols can be derived.

Theorem 2: The average throughput of the i-th source during
the RA phase for SA-NOMA-SIC in the considered WSN is
given by

R̃s
i = R̂iqi

�∏
k 6=i

(1− qk)(1− P o
i )

+
∑
j 6=i

qj
∏
k 6=i,j

(1− qk)(1− P s
ij)

�
.

(14)

Proof: The probability that only the i-th source accesses
the channel in a specific time slot is described as the product
of the probability that the i-th source accesses with the
probability that none of the others accesses. When the i-th
source is the only one that accesses the channel the outage
probability is defined as

P o
i = Pr (γi < βi) . (15)

Considering that γi follows the gamma distribution with
parameters (mi, bi), the outage probability is given by [34]

P o
i =

1

Γ(mi)
γ (mi, biβi) . (16)

The probability that the i-th and the j-th source access the
channel is described as the the product of the probability that
the i-th and the j-th source access for all j 6= i with the
probability that none of the other sources accesses. Utilizing
Theorem 1, the outage probabilities when SIC is used can be
extracted.

Remark 1: It is obvious that SA-NOMA-SIC outperforms
SA in terms of throughput, since a positive term is added in
the expression for the average throughput of SA. Considering
a network consisting of M sources where SA-NOMA-JD is
utilized and a network consisting of N sources where SA is
used and assuming that the rate threshold R̂i and the channel
access probability qi are the same in both networks and do not
depend on the number of sources, an M ≥ N exists so that the
average throughput of the i-th source when SA-NOMA-SIC
is utilized is greater than the corresponding one when SA is
used. Therefore, the superiority of SA-NOMA-SIC compared
to SA can be utilized in a twofold way, i.e., either by increasing
the throughput of the network or by increasing the number of
the connected sources maintaining the throughput that can be
achieved by each source with SA.

B. Performance Analysis for Rayleigh Fading

At this point, it is useful to derive the outage probability for
the special case of Rayleigh fading, as it can provide some
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insights into the system performance, due to its simplicity
compared to the case of Nakagami-m fading.

Proposition 1: The outage probability of the i-th source,
assuming that the i-th and the j-th sources access the channel
in the time slot and SIC is used, for the case of Rayleigh
fading channel is given by

P s
ij = 1− e−bjβj − bje

−biβi

biβi + bj
c4 +

bje
bi

bi
βj

+ bj
c5

+
bie
−bjβj

bjβj + bi

�
1− e−βi(bjβj+bi)

�
,

(17)

where

c4 =

1− e−(biβi+bj)
(βi+1)βj
1−βiβj , βiβj < 1

1, βiβj ≥ 1.
(18)

and

c5 =

e−βj
(
bi
βj

+bj

)
− e−

(
bi
βj

+bj

) (βi+1)βj
1−βiβj , βiβj < 1

e
−βj

(
bi
βj

+bj

)
, βiβj ≥ 1.

(19)

Proof: Setting mi = mj = 1 in (11), (17) is derived.
An important insight is the behavior of the outage proba-

bility in the high SNR regime, i.e., pk
σ2 →∞.

Proposition 2: The outage probability of the i-th source,
assuming that the i-th and the j-th source access the channel
in the time slot and SIC is used, for the case of Rayleigh
fading channel in the high SNR regime is given by

P s,∞
ij =

{
0, βiβj < 1

liljΩiΩj(βiβj−1)
(liΩiβj+ljΩj)(ljΩjβi+liΩi)

, βiβj ≥ 1.
(20)

Proof: Considering that pkσ2 is contained in the expression
for bk and calculating the limits, (20) is derived.

It is obvious that when βiβj ≥ 1, there is a floor in the
performance in terms of the outage probability, while there is
no floor otherwise.

Using the expressions for the outage probability for the
case of Rayleigh fading in (14), the corresponding expressions
for the average throughput of the i-th source are extracted,
considering that the outage probability when only the i-th
source accesses the channel for Rayleigh fading is given by

P o
i = 1− e−biβi . (21)

Corollary 1: The improvement of the throughput of the i-th
source when SA-NOMA-SIC is utilized compared to SA in
the high SNR regime is given by

IRs
i =

∑
j 6=i

qjP
s,∞
ij

1− qj
. (22)

Proof: The improvement of SA-NOMA-SIC compared to
SA is expressed as

IRs
i =

R̃s
i − R̃sa

i

R̃sa
i

, (23)

where R̃sa
i is the throughput of the i-th source when SA is

utilized and is given by

R̃sa
i = R̂iqi

∏
k 6=i

(1− qk)(1− P o
i ). (24)

Considering that the outage probability P o
i is equal to 0 in the

high SNR regime, (22) is derived.

C. Throughput of Wireless Powered Sources

For the considered WPSN, the BS broadcasts RF energy
to the sources and the sources utilize the harvested energy to
transmit their signals. When SA-NOMA-SIC is deployed, it
is assumed that the sources choose their transmitted power
opportunistically, i.e., the strict equality is used in (9). In this
case,

bk =
qkσ

2(1− τ)mk

l2kζkptτΩ2
k

(25)

is used in the expressions for P o
i and P s

ij . In the expression
for bk, the double near-far effect is reflected by the term l2k,
which indicates that far users harvest less power, but they also
need to transmit more power during the uplink. Considering
(14) and the fact that the RA phase has duration (1−τ)T , the
throughput of the i-th source, SA-NOMA-SIC is utilized in a
WPSN, is given by

R̃s
i = (1− τ)R̂iqi

�∏
k 6=i

(1− qk)(1− P o
i )

+
∑
j 6=i

qj
∏
k 6=i,j

(1− qk)(1− P s
ij)

�
.

(26)

In (26), a tradeoff regarding τ can be observed. More specif-
ically, it is obvious that the throughput of the i-th source
increases with the decrease of τ due to the term 1−τ . However,
considering (25) and the fact that the outage probabilities in
(26) decrease with the decrease of bk, the increase of τ is also
desirable. Therefore, an optimal value of τ exists where the
throughput of the i-th source is maximized.

IV. PROTOCOL BASED ON SLOTTED ALOHA AND NOMA
WITH JOINT DECODING

In this section, we analyze the performance of SA-NOMA,
assuming that JD is used to detect the sources’ messages at
the BS, instead of SIC.

A. Performance Analysis for Nakagami-m Fading

Theorem 3: The outage probability of the i-th source,
assuming that the i-th and the j-th sources access the channel
in the time slot, JD is utilized and mk is an integer, is given
by

P jd
ij = 1− Γ(mi, biβi)

Γ(mi)

Γ(mj , bj(βi + 1)βj)

Γ(mj)

−
b
mj
j e−biβij

Γ(mj)

mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�
bki
k!
βk−lij (−1)lc6

−
b
mj
j e−biβi

Γ(mj)

mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�
(biβi)

k

k!
(biβi + bj)

−mj−l

× γ (mj + l, βj (biβi + bj)) ,
(27)
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c6 =

{∑mj+l−1
n=0

(−1)nn!
(bi−bj)n+1

(
mj+l−1

n

) �
e(bi−bj)(βi+1)βj ((βi + 1)βj)

mj+l−1−n − e(bi−bj)βjβ
mj+l−1−n
j

�
, bi 6= bj

1
mj+l

�
((βi + 1)βj)

mj+l − βmj+lj

�
, bi = bj

(28)

where βij = (βi + 1)(βj + 1) − 1 and c6 is given in (28) at
the top of the next page.

Proof: The proof is provided in Appendix B.
The average throughput of the i-th source, when SA-

NOMA-JD is utilized in a WSN, is given by (14) replacing P s
ij

with P jd
ij . It should be highlighted that Remark 1 also applies

to SA-NOMA-JD.

B. Performance Analysis for Rayleigh Fading

Proposition 3: The outage probability of the i-th source,
assuming that the i-th and the j-th sources access the channel
in the time slot and JD is utilized, for the case of Rayleigh
fading channel is given by

P jd
ij = 1− e−biβie−bj(βi+1)βj − bje−biβijc7

− bje
−biβi

biβi + bj

�
1− e−βj(biβi+bj)

�
,

(29)

where

c7 =

¨
1

bi−bj

(
e(bi−bj)(βi+1)βj − e(bi−bj)βj

)
, bi 6= bj

βiβj , bi = bj .
(30)

Proof: Setting mi = mj = 1 in (27), (29) is derived.
In the high SNR regime, when JD is utilized, the outage

probability is zero, which can be proved by calculating the
limit of (29) as pk

σ2 →∞.
The average throughput of the i-th source for the case of

Rayleigh fading is given by (14) replacing P s
ij with P jd

ij as
described by (29).

Corollary 2: The improvement of the throughput of the i-th
source when SA-NOMA-JD is utilized compared to SA in the
high SNR regime is given by

IRjd
i =

∑
j 6=i

qj
1− qj

. (31)

Proof: The proof follows from Corollary 1.
Remark 2: It should be highlighted that, if qi = 1

N for all
sources, IRjd

i = 1 and, thus, SA-NOMA-JD exhibits 100%
improvement compared to SA.

C. Throughput of Wireless Powered Sources

When JD is utilized, the system performance is maximized
when all sources transmit with maximum power, as in this
case the achievable rate region is maximized, and, thus, (9) is
used with strict equality. The average throughput of the i-th
source during the RA phase, when SA-NOMA-JD is utilized
in a WPSN, is given by (26) replacing P s

ij with P jd
ij and using

the bk as described by (25).
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Fig. 3. Sum throughput versus transmitted SNR in the considered WSN.

V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we use simulation results to quantify the
performance of the proposed protocols and validate the an-
alytical results. We assume an even number of sources that
are equally divided in two groups. The first group is placed
on a circle of radius r1 around the BS, while the second one
on a concentric circle of radius r2. The path loss factor of
the i-th source is modeled as li = 10−3r−3

i [34]. Moreover,
without loss of generality and unless stated otherwise, it is
assumed that r1 = 5m, r2 = 10m, N = 10, and qi = 1

N
for all sources. Also, we assume that the transmitted SNR
is pi

σ2 = 65dB, and P
σ2 = 120dB [34] when the WSN and

the WPSN is considered, respectively, for all sources. For the
case of the WPSN, the value of the SRN is higher, as the
double near-far effect is considered. It should be highlighted
that with the considered path loss for the WSN the average
received SNR is 14dB for the first group and 5dB for the
second group. Accordingly, for the WPSN the average received
SNR is 18dB for the first group and 0dB for the second group.
Furthermore, when a WPSN is considered, we set ζi = 0.815
[23], [40] for all sources and τ = 0.4. Regarding the channel
fading, the Nakagami-m distribution with mi = 3 and Ωi = 1
is considered for all sources. We use the variable β̃i = E[γi]

βi
,

where the average received SNR of the i-th source at the BS
E[γi] is calculated for the above setup. Unless stated otherwise,
β̃i = 9 and β̃i = 3 for the first and the second group,
respectively. In the following figures, the performance of the
proposed protocols is compared with the case of SA which is
considered in [34] and as benchmark in this work.

Fig. 3 illustrates the performance of the considered WSN
with the increase of transmitted SNR which is assumed to be
equal for all sources. It is observed that the sum throughput
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Fig. 5. Sum throughput versus threshold β̃i in the considered WSN.

initially increases exponentially and then is saturated for all
considered protocols. Also, SA-NOMA-SIC and SA-NOMA-
JD perform similarly for lower values of SNR, since the outage
probability of each source exhibits similar behavior for this
values of SNR. To provide further insights, in Fig. 4, the
outage probability of a WSN with SIC or JD, is illustrated
and compared with the one of the corresponding single source
systems. The first group consists of the source S1 and the
second one consists of the source S2. The single source lines
can be considered as lower bounds, since these systems always
outperform the NOMA counterparts where two sources share
the same resources. Moreover, the floor of SIC is evident,
which highlights the fact that JD outperforms SIC in the high
SNR regime.

Fig. 5 illustrates the performance of the considered WSN in
terms of sum throughput, for different values of the thresholds.
The values of the thresholds is different in each of the two
groups of sources, as they depend on the distance between each
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Fig. 6. Sum throughput versus portion of EH phase τ in the considered
WPSN.

source and the BS. It can be observed that the performance of
SA-NOMA-JD is maximized for a value of β̃i greater than the
one that maximizes the performance of SA-NOMA-SIC. The
performance of the benchmark protocol is maximized for the
lowest value of β̃i compared with the proposed protocols. The
optimal value of β̃i where the sum throughput is maximized
is given by

β̃i
∗

= argmax
β̃i

∑
i

R̃pr
i (32)

with pr = {s, jd, sa} considering that βi appears in the outage
probabilities.

In Fig. 6, the sum throughput of the considered WPSN for
the possible values of the portion of time slot τ allocated
for the EH phase is demonstrated. We observe that the
performance of SA-NOMA-JD is maximized for a value of τ
greater than the one that maximizes the performance of both
SA-NOMA-SIC and SA. Fig. 6 highlights the tradeoff between
EH and RA. For the lower values of τ , the sum throughput
increases, as the sources harvest more energy and, thus, they
transmit more power. However, the term 1−τ in the expression
for the throughput leads to the decrease of the sum throughput,
after it reaches its maximum value.

In Fig. 7, the sum throughput of the considered WPSN
is plotted versus the channel access probability q which is
assumed to be equal for all sources. After the sum throughput
reaches its maximum value, it decreases, since the number of
collisions and the outage probabilities increase, as q increases.

In Fig. 8, the sum throughput of the considered WPSN
is plotted versus the number of sources of the network. It
is observed that the value of the sum throughput when the
proposed protocols are utilized is significantly higher than the
one of the benchmark protocol, when the WPSN consists of
two sources, since no collision occurs with the utilization of
the proposed protocols. This is also the reason why for the
case of SA-NOMA-SIC the sum throughput decreases when
the number of sources increase from 2 to 4. When the number
of sources increases, the sum throughput also increases, as the
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decrease of the channel access probability of each source is
significantly less than the fact that more sources are served.

In Fig. 9, the optimized throughput of the considered WSN
which is obtained as

R̃∗ = max
pi
σ2
≤γt, 0<qi<1

min R̃pr
i , (33)

where γt denotes the transmitted SNR threshold and is set to
65dB, is plotted versus the number of sources of the network.
In the considered optimization, the variables are the channel
access probability qi as described in Section II, which is
assumed to be equal for all sources, and the transmitted power
of each source pi and they are derived with one-dimensional
search. The optimization is solved by the BS considering
the statistics of the channel, the distance and the number
of the sources. It can be observed that the same value of
the optimized throughput of SA can be achieved with SA-
NOMA-SIC and especially with SA-NOMA-JD for a greater
number of sources. For example, the value of the optimized
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Fig. 9. Optimized throughput versus number of sources in the considered
WSN.

throughput of SA with 8 sources can be achieved with 14
and 16 sources when SA-NOMA-SIC and SA-NOMA-JD are
utilized, respectively. This observation highlights the fact that
the proposed protocols increase the connectivity compared to
the benchmark scheme without reducing the quality of service.

In all figures where the performance of the proposed proto-
cols in terms of throughput is illustrated, it is obvious that
the proposed protocols substantially outperform the bench-
mark scheme. Furthermore, SA-NOMA-JD outperforms SA-
NOMA-SIC, especially in the medium and high SNR regime,
due to the superiority of JD, which extends the capacity region,
compared to SIC.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work two RA protocols based on SA and uplink
NOMA have been proposed. Both SIC and JD have been
considered and the corresponding outage probabilities have
been derived for a system consisting of two sources. The
expression for the average throughput has been extracted for
the case of a WSN and a WPSN where the SA-NOMA-SIC
and SA-NOMA-JD protocols are deployed. The performance
of both considered networks has been investigated and it has
been proved that the proposed protocols outperform SA in
terms of throughput and also increase the number of sources
that can be served with the same quality of service compared to
SA, which has also been illustrated in the provided simulation
results. Therefore, SA-NOMA-SIC and SA-NOMA-JD are
promising multiple access protocols for the NGIoT. For the
case of WPSNs the theoretical analysis with the assumptions in
this paper can be considered as a benchmark for the evaluation
of the performance of schemes with different assumptions
such as nonlinear harvesting model or limited energy capacity
batteries.

APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Utilizing the optimal decoding order policy described in
(10), outage occurs in the i-th source, regardless if outage
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occurs in the j-th source or not, thus the outage probability
of the i-th source is given by [28]

P s
ij = Pr

�
γi

γj + 1
< βi,

γj
γi + 1

< βj

�
+ Pr

�
γj

γi + 1
≥ βj , γi < βi

�
.

(34)

Using the random variables X = γi and Y = γj , the first term
in (34), termed as P s

1 , can be written as

P s
1 = Pr

�
Y

βj
− 1 < X < βi (Y + 1)

�
. (35)

Considering that the expressions X
Y+1 = βi and Y

X+1 = βj

intersect at the point (βi+1)βj
1−βiβj if βiβj < 1, and they do not

intersect if βiβj ≥ 1, and that X and Y are independent, (35)
can be rewritten as

P s
1 =

∫ d

0

FX (βi (y + 1)) fY (y)dy

−
∫ d

βj

FX

�
y

βj
− 1

�
fY (y)dy,

(36)

where

d =

{
(βi+1)βj
1−βiβj , βiβj < 1

∞, βiβj ≥ 1.
(37)

Considering that both X and Y follow the gamma distribution
with parameters (mi, bi) and (mj , bj), respectively, the first
integral in (36), termed as P s

11, can be written as

P s
11 =

∫ d

0

1

Γ(mi)
γ (mi, biβi(y + 1))

b
mj
j

Γ(mj)
ymj−1e−bjydy.

(38)
Assuming that mi is a positive integer, (38) can be rewritten
as

P s
11 =

∫ d

0

(
1− e−biβi(y+1)

mi−1∑
k=0

(biβi(y + 1))k

k!

)

×
b
mj
j

Γ(mj)
ymj−1e−bjydy.

(39)

Using the binomial theorem, (39) can be rewritten as

P s
11 = FY(d)−

b
mj
j e−biβi

Γ(mj)

mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�

× (biβi)
k

k!

∫ d

0

yl+mj−1e−(biβi+bj)ydy.

(40)

Accordingly, the second integral in (36), termed as P s
12, can

be written as

P s
12 =

∫ d

βj

1

Γ(mi)
γ

�
mi, bi

�
y

βj
−1

��
b
mj
j

Γ(mj)
ymj−1e−bjydy.

(41)
Assuming that mi is a positive integer, (41) can be rewritten
as

P s
12 =

∫ d

βj

�
1− e−bi

(
y
βj
−1
) mi−1∑
k=0

�
bi
�
y
βj
− 1
��k

k!

�

×
b
mj
j

Γ(mj)
ymj−1e−bjydy.

(42)

Using the binomial theorem, (42) can be rewritten as

P s
12 = FY(d)− FY(βj)−

b
mj
j ebi

Γ(mj)

mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�

× 1

k!

�
bi
βj

�k
(−βj)k−l

∫ d

βj

yl+mj−1e
−(

bi
βj

+bj)y
dy.

(43)

Furthermore, the second term in (34), termed as P s
2 , can be

written as

P s
2 = Pr

�
Y

X + 1
≥ βj , X < βi

�
. (44)

Considering that X and Y are independent, (44) can be
rewritten as

P s
2 =

∫ βi

0

(1− FY (βj(x+ 1))) fX(x)dx. (45)

Considering that both X and Y follow the gamma distribution
with parameters (mi, bi) and (mj , bj), respectively, (45) can
be rewritten as

P s
2 =

∫ βi

0

1

Γ(mj)
Γ (mj , bjβj(x+ 1))

bmii
Γ(mi)

xmi−1e−bixdx.

(46)
Assuming that mj is a positive integer, (46) can be rewritten
as

P s
2 =

∫ βi

0

e−bjβj(x+1)

mj−1∑
k=0

(bjβj(x+ 1))
k

k!

× bmii
Γ(mi)

xmi−1e−bixdx.

(47)

Using the binomial theorem, (47) can be rewritten as

P s
2 =

bmii e−bjβj

Γ(mi)

mj−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�

× (bjβj)
k

k!

∫ βi

0

xl+mi−1e−(bjβj+bi)xdx.

(48)

Using (40), (43), (48) and exploiting the definition of gamma
function, lower and upper incomplete gamma functions and
[39, eq.(2.321/2)], (11) can be derived.

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Utilizing JD, outage occurs in the i-th source, regardless
if outage occurs in the j-th source or not, thus the outage
probability of the i-th source is given by

P jd
ij = 1− Pr (γi ≥ βi, γj ≥ βj , γi + γj ≥ βij)

− Pr

�
γi

γj + 1
≥ θi, γj < θj

�
.

(49)

Using the random variables X = γi and Y = γj which are
independent, the first two terms in (49), which are termed as
P jd

1 and express the common outage probability, i.e., outage
occurs in both sources, can be rewritten as

P jd
1 = 1−

∫ ∞
βj

Pr (X ≥ βi, X + y ≥ βij) fY (y)dy. (50)
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In (50), the probability can be rewritten as

Pr (X ≥ βi, X + y ≥ βij) = 1− FX (max{βi, βij − y}) ,
(51)

where max denotes the maximum of the two elements. The
second term in max, βij − y, is greater than bi, when y <
(βi + 1)βj , thus (50) can be written as

P jd
1 = 1−

∫ (βi+1)βj

βj

(1− FX (βij − y)) fY (y)dy

−
∫ ∞

(βi+1)βj

(1− FX (βi)) fY (y)dy.

(52)

Considering that both X and Y follow the gamma distribution
with parameters (mi, bi) and (mj , bj), respectively, (52) can
be rewritten as

P jd
1 = 1− Γ (mi, biβi)

Γ(mi)

Γ (mj , bj(βi + 1)βj)

Γ(mj)

−
∫ (βi+1)βj

βj

Γ (mi, bi(βij − y))

Γ(mi)

b
mj
j

Γ(mj)
ymj−1e−bjydy.

(53)

Assuming that mi is a positive integer, (53) can be rewritten
as

P jd
1 = 1− Γ (mi, biβi)

Γ(mi)

Γ (mj , bj(βi + 1)βj)

Γ(mj)

−
∫ (βi+1)βj

βj

e−bi(βij−y)

×
mi−1∑
k=0

(bi(βij − y))k

k!

b
mj
j

Γ(mj)
ymj−1e−bjydy.

(54)

Using the binomial theorem, (54) can be rewritten as

P jd
1 = 1− Γ (mi, biβi)

Γ(mi)

Γ (mj , bj(βi + 1)βj)

Γ(mj)

−
b
mj
j e−biβij

Γ(mj)

mi−1∑
k=0

k∑
l=0

�
k

l

�
bki
k!
βk−lij (−1)l

×
∫ (βi+1)βj

βj

yl+mj−1e(bi−bj)ydy.

(55)

Accordingly, the third term in (49), termed as P jd
2 , can be

written as

P jd
2 = Pr (X ≥ βi(Y + 1), Y < βj) . (56)

Considering that X and Y are independent, (56) can be
rewritten as

P jd
2 =

∫ βj

0

(1− FX (βi(y + 1))) fY (y)dy. (57)

Using (54) and (57), exploiting [39, eq.(2.321/2)] and follow-
ing similar steps as in the proof of Theorem 1, (27) can be
derived.
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